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In [4], S. U. Chase, D. K. Harrison, and Alex Rosenberg suc-

ceeded in constructing a finite Galois theory of commutative rings.

This paper is about an infinite Galois extension of commutative

rings, for which we shall present a corresponding generalization of

the Fundamental Theorem of Galois theory. The main results of this

paper have been announced in Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 11 (1964),

569. Recently, from Dr. G. J. Janusz we heard that he has obtained

many important results for separable algebras over commutative

rings, and so in our study we shall refer to his paper [5] to appear, too.

Throughout the present paper, 5 will be a ring with the identity

element 1, and P a subring of 5 containing the identity element 1 of

S. As to notations and terminologies used in this paper we follow [2]

and [4].

Recently, O. Villamayor has proved the following theorem which

is useful in our study, and he kindly permitted me to cite the proof

here.

Villamayor's Theorem. Let S be a separable R-algebra and a pro-

jective R-module, then S is a finitely generated R-module.

Proof. Let [pi] ES, : {irt} CHomB(5, P) be a projective coordi-

nate system for 5 over P. Then x, extends naturally to w*

GHomi(g,s('S®5, S) and {/>,-®l}, {it*} form a projective coordinate

system for S®Sover 1 ®S. For every z> ES®S, w = 2Zfinite(£; <8>l)ir*(v).

If e: S®S—>S is the contraction, then

«(») = X) "■.(»)■
Pi

Now, let 1—>uES®S under the splitting map S—>S<E>S, so ux = xu

for every xES and e(ux) =e(u)x = x. But

\i; Tn(xu) j£ 0} = {i; %i(ux) j± 0}

= {i; in (u)x 5^ 0}

C{i;x*(«)^0|,
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which is a fixed finite set I. Hence

x = t(xu) = ^ piKi (xu) = ]T E Pi^i(xaj)bj
i i   j=i

where u= y],-a,®t;. Since R is the center of S, {pibj} generates 5

over R. This completes the proof.

First, we shall prove the following theorem whose proof is partially

similar to that of [4, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 1.3].

Theorem 1. Let S be a commutative ring with no idempotents other

than 0 or 1. If R' is a finitely generated separable R-subalgebra of S such

that RES6ER' f°r a group of automorphisms of S and if we set

R" = S° (where S° means fixed ring of G in S) then:

(i)  The number #(G\ R') of restrictions G\R' of G to R' is finite.

(ii) R' is a projective R!'-algebra.

(iii) SH = R'forH={aEG;o\R' = \}.

(iv) I/G|P'={cr/, • • • ,<r„' } (n = (G: H)), set M=Yl[aiS (direct
sum) where r'a- = crl -crKr') for every r'ER'- Then, M is R'-S-iso-

morphic to HomR"(R', S) under the mapping r'als(r'ER', sES)

-^(r'crh)(x) = (o[ (xr'))s (xER').

(v) If G* is the set of R"-(algebra) automorphisms of S, then G*\ R'
= G|P'.

Proof. Let k: R' ®R R'—>R' denote the contraction mapping de-

fined by k(x®y)=xy, and let J = ker(k). Since R' is P-separable,

R' ®RR' = (R'®R')e + J (direct sum), where e2 = e= £i x,-®y,-,

eJ = 0, and (R'®R')e is P'®P'-isomorphic to R' (e—>1). Moreover,

from (R' ®RR')®R- S = R' ®RS, we have that R' ®R S=(R'®RS)e

+ (R' ®RS)(l-e) (direct sum) and (R'®RS)e is R'®RS-iso-

morphic to 5. By k* we denote the mapping R' ®R S^S. Since 5 has

no nontrivial idempotents, it follows that e is a minimal idempotent

in R' ®R S. Now, let aGG. Then (l®a)(e) = Yli Xi®a(y() is a min-

imal idempotent in R' ®RS. If (1 ®<r)(e) = e then, for any xER',

x = xk*(e) = xk*[(l <g> <r)(e)] = k*[(l <8> <r)(xe)] = k*[(l ® <j)(ex)]

= k*[(l®a)(e)]o-(x)=k*(e)o-(x)=o-(x) and so <r\R' = l. Hence, for

tEG, (l®o-)(e)^(l®r)(e) if and only if <r|PVr|P', and then

(l®a)(e) and (l®r)(e) are orthogonal. If (1 ®a)(e) ^e then (l®r/)(e)

lies in (R' ®RS)(l-e)=ker(k*):and so, £j xicr(yi) =k*[(l ®o-)(e)\

= 0. Moreover (R' ®R S) [(1 ®a)(e)] is isomorphic to 5 as P-algebra,

and for distinct elements o"i|P', • • ■ , <rn\R' oi G|P',

E (R' ®rS)[(1 ® o-i)(e)]    (ER' ®RS)
i
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is a direct sum, and this is a direct summand of R' ®R S. Hence, it

follows that #(G|P') < oo (cf. [3, Corollaire 2, p. 132 and Remarque,

p. 141]), and
r

£ Xia(y,) = 1    if   c [ R' = 1,

= 0   if   <r| R' ^ 1.

If G|P'={o-i|P', • • • , o-„|P'} (n = (G:H), where ff={<r€G;

a\ R' = 1}), we set t(x) = Xli er;(x) for all xER'- Then it is clear that

a(t(x))=t(x) for any aEG, and so t(x)ER" ( = Sa) (note that

G"={JjO-jH (disjoint)). Now we may define P"-homomorphisms/,-: R'

->P" by fi(x)=t(xyi) (i^r, xER')- Then, for all xER',

X fi(x)xi = J2 <rj(xyi)xi = X o-j(x)o-j(yi)Xi

= X "•/(*) f X <rj(y<)Xi) = x.

Hence, Xi, • • • , x, in P' and fi, • • • , fr in Homfi"(P', P") form a

projective coordinate system for P' as P"-module. Therefore R' is a

projective P"-algebra.

Set R* = SS, and set t*(x) = £,• o-y(x), f*(x) =t*(xy,) for i^r and

all xER*- Then /,* is a P"-homomorphism of P* into R" and

X)./f(x)xi = x (a;Gi?*). Hence we have R*=R'.

If tG{o-i, • • • , o-„} and /= X/°V (G-M). then

X y.'-r(x.) = X(X o-yo-y(y.X^)j

= X ov-My.Mx,-))
«.y

=   23 <rJ-'r(T-1o-Xj'.)x,)
<./

=   Z °7T ( X) i-VyCy.Oxd = t

and

X *<• (r + r)(Xi) =t + t' (t'E\er.-})

and, for all x(ES,

t" i
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Hence, we have u= ^iyit-u(xi) for any u in M. If u(R') =0, then

m = 0, and so M—>Homfi"(P', S) is a monomorphism. On the other

hand, if h is in HomR"(P', S), set u= 2Z,y,/-/j(xf) (EM). We then

have for all xER' that

u(x) = 2] l(xyi)h(xi) = X) fi(x)h(xt)
i i

= M E/<(*)*<) = *(*)•

Hence Af—>Homfl"(P', 5) is an isomorphism.

Finally we shall prove our last assertion (v). We set G*\R'

= {<$, ■ ■ ■ , <&} (m = (G*:H*), where H*={<rEG*; <r|P'=l}).

Then {a{, ■ ■ ■ , <r„' } C{oi, • • • , at} (n^m). Moreover, by (iv),

we have J^aiS (direct sum)SHom*"(P', S)^jya*S (direct

sum). Hence {c{, ■ ■ ■ , ern' } = {a*, • • • , at}, and so G*|P' = G|P'.

Now, by Villamayor's Theorem and Theorem 1 (ii), we obtain the

following

Corollary. Let S be a commutative ring with no idempotents other

than 0 or 1, and let R = SG for some automorphism group G of S. Then,

for a R-subalgebra R' of S, the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) R' is a separable R-algebra and a finitely generated R-module.

(b) R' is a separable R-algebra and a projective R-module.

Remark 1. Let A be a commutative separable P-algebra which is a

finitely generated projective P-module, and let B be an P-subalgebra

of A. Then, as a slight variation of [l, Proposition 4.8], there holds

the following: B is separable over R if and only if A is P-projective.

If one of these conditions holds, then B is a finitely generated projec-

tive P-module and is a P-direct summand of A. This result is a direct

consequence of [5, Proposition 1.5], too.

Remark 2. By making use of Theorem 1, we shall present a simple

proof of the Fundamental Theorem of finite Galois theory (cf. [4,

Theorem 2.3]) for a Galois extension with no idempotents other than

0 or 1. Let 5 be a commutative ring and a finitely generated separable

P-algebra with no idempotents other than 0 or 1, and let R = S° for

some automorphism group G of S. Then

(i) For any P-subalgebra R' of 5 which is separable over R, the

P'-automorphism group H of 5 is contained in G and R' = SB.

(ii) For any subgroup H of G, SB is separable over R and the SH-

automorphism group of 5 coincides with H.

(iii) A subgroup H of G is normal in G if and only if SH is mapped
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onto itself by every element of G, in which case SH is a Galois exten-

sion of R with Galois group G/H.

Proof. By Theorem l(v), the P-automorphism group of 5 coin-

cides with G. Moreover, by the Corollary of Theorem 1, 5 is a finitely

generated projective separable P-algebra. (i): By Remark 1, P' is a

finitely generated separable P-algebra. Therefore we have R' = SH by

Theorem l(iii). (ii): By Theorem l(ii), S is a projective 5H-module.

Hence, by Remark 1, SH is separable over P. Moreover, by Theorem

l(v), the 5H-automorphism group of S coincides with H. By similar

methods, we obtain (iii).

Now, for convenience we shall introduce some definitions about

P-algebras.

Definition. An P-algebra R' will be called f.g. separable if P' is

finitely generated and separable over P. Moreover, an P-algebra S

will be called locally f.g. separable if for each finite subset P of S

there exists an f.g. separable P-subalgebra R' of S containing P.

As in [5], an P-algebra B will be called strongly separable if B is

f.g. separable and projective over P. Moreover, an P-algebra A will be

called locally strongly separable if for each finite subset P of A there

exists a strongly separable P-subalgebra B of A containing P. If P

is a commutative ring with no idempotents other than 0 or 1 then,

by [5, Proposition l.ll], there is a locally strongly separable com-

mutative P-algebra, Q, such that fl has no idempotents other than 0

or 1 and if T is a strongly separable commutative 12-algebra with no

idempotents other than 0 or 1 then Y = 0. Such a commutative P-

algebra will be called a separable closure of P. Moreover, by [5,

Proposition 1.14], the separable closure of P is unique up to isomor-

phism. If 5 is a commutative ring and a locally f.g. separable P-

algebra, and R = Sa for some automorphism group G of S then, by

the corollary of Theorem 1, 5 is a locally strongly separable R-

algebra. Now we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let S be a commutative ring and a locally f.g. separable

R-algebra with no idempotents other than 0 or 1, and let R = Sa for some

automorphism group G of S. Then

(0 ^(tegcS (direct sum) is isomorphic to a dense subring of

Homfi(5, S) (in the finite topology).

(ii) If R' is an f.g. separable R-subalgebra of S, then R' = SH for

H= {oEG; <r|P' = l} and (G: H) < =0. Conversely, if H is a subgroup

of G such that (G: H) < °o , then SH is an f.g. separable R-subalgebra of S.

(iii) For each finite subset F of S, there exists an f.g. separable R-

subalgebra R' of S containing F which is a Galois extension of R with

Galois group G\R'.
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(iv) The R-automorphism group G* of S is compact and the closure

G of G coincides with G*.

Proof, (i). For any f.g. separable P-subalgebra R' of S, we have

YTt-i (ai\R')S (direct sum, <nEG) =HomR(R', S) by Theorem l(iv).

SmceUomR(R',S)DHomR(S,S)\R'D(E,tiaiS)\R' = TlU(ai\R')S,
it follows that XX1 (oi\R')S = HomR(S, S)\R'. This proves our as-

sertion, (ii). First assertion is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 (i, iii).

For the second assertion, we set R* = SH. Then, for any f.g. separable

P-subalgebra R' of S, we have RT\R* = SH'H, where H'= {<rEG;

a IR' = 1} and H'H is the composite group of H' and H. Hence, by

Theorem l(ii), R' is a projective (R'C\R*)-module, and so, by Re-

mark 1, R'C\R* is an f.g. separable P-subalgebra of R*. Therefore

R* is a locally f.g. separable P-algebra. For any f.g. separable P-

subalgebra R', R" such that R*DR"DR'DR, we obtain

n

X (*< I R')S    (direct sum, <r, G G) = Homs (R', S),
«=i

and
m

£ (u I R")S    (direct sum, r< £G) = Homfl (R", S).
<=i

By Remark 1, P' is a direct summand of R" as P'-module. Hence, if

R'tZ-\R' then m>n. Since m?S(G: H) < <x>, it follows that P* is an

f.g. separable P-subalgebra of S. (iii). For a finite subset P of S, we

set P* = S[P*] for P*= {o-(x); <rGG, a;Gf}, and H*= {aEG; a\R*

= 1J. Then H* is a normal subgroup of G. Since P* is a finite set

(Theorem l(i)), we have (G: IT*) < ». Hence, by (ii), 5H* is an f.g.

separable P-subalgebra of S, and so, 5H* is a Galois extension of R

containing F with Galois group G| Sh*. (iv). By (iii), G* is an inverse

limit of finite groups. Hence G* is compact. For any f.g. separable P-

subalgebra P', we have G|P' = G*|P' by Theorem l(v); whence G*

is the closure of G.

Theorem 3. Let S be a commutative ring and a locally f.g. separable

R-algebra with no idempotents other than 0 or 1, and let R = S° for

some automorphism group of S. Then

(i) There exists an 1-1 dual correspondence between locally f.g. sepa-

rable R-subalgebras of S and closed subgroups of the R-automorphism

group G* of S, in the usual sense of Galois theory.

(ii) A subgroup H of G is normal in G if and only if SH is mapped

onto itself by every element of G, in which case SH is a locally f.g. sepa-

rable R-algebra with a R-automorphism group G/H such that (SH) °/H
= R.
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Proof. Let H be a closed subgroup of G*. Then, by making use

of the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2(ii), we can see that

5H is a locally f.g. separable P-algebra. We set H* = {o-EG*;a\ SH = 1}.

Then H* is a closed subgroup of G*. Let F be an arbitrary finite sub-

set of S. Then, by Theorem 2(iii), we can find an f.g. separable P-

subalgebra R' of 5 containing P which is a Galois extension of P with

Galois group G\R'. Then, we have G*\R'=G\R' by Theorem l(v),

and so H*\R'=H\R' by finite Galois theory. Hence H*\F = H\F.

Therefore H is dense in H*. Since H is closed, it follows that H* =H.

Let P* be a locally f.g. separable P-subalgebra of S (R*^S), and

x an arbitrary element of the complement of R* in 5. Consider the

following

U = \aEG*;a(x) = x},

X = {P,-; i E l] (the set of all f.g. separable P-subalgebras P, of P*),

F = {Hi) iEl), where P, = {o- E G*; a | P, = l}.

Then Ht\U (the complement of P/,P\P in Pp) is a closed subset of

G*, and by Theorem l(iii), {H{\U; iEl} has the finite intersection

property. Hence flier Hi\U is nonempty, (note that G* is compact).

Therefore, there exists a P*-automorphism a of 5 such that a(x) t^x.

This implies that Sa = R* for H= {aEG*; a\ R* = 1}. The remainder

of the proof is obvious.
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